Paf lowers its loss limit even further
The Åland gaming company Paf is lowering its annual loss limit by another 5,000 euros. The lowering of the loss limit
strengthens Paf's commitment to responsible gaming and secures Paf's position among the most responsible gaming
companies. The Red Cross is supporting Paf's decision to lower its loss limit.
When Paf first introduced the loss limit in 2018, it was set at 30,000 euros per year. Last year the limit was lowered to 25,000 euros and
this year it is lowered even further to 20,000 euros.
“We are proud to have been able to lower our loss limit by as much as a third in just two years. We see that our maximum limit effectively
stops big spending players and prevents the personal tragedies that can occur when huge amounts are lost,” says Paf's CEO Christer
Fahlstedt.
“We are now lowering the loss limit further to show that it is possible to survive as a gaming company without income from the biggest big
players. We are a gaming company that sells exciting entertainment for adults without trying to squeeze the last drop of money out of
them,” says Christer Fahlstedt.
Two years ago Paf became the first international gaming company in the world to introduce a maximum limit for the amount customers
can lose in one year. The introduction of the loss limit is a measure that the gaming industry has taken notice of and it has been praised
widely. Among other things, Paf was named the Most Sustainable Gaming Company in the Swedish market earlier this year.

2-3 million euros in reduced revenue
The further reduction of the loss limit to 20,000 euros per year also means reduced revenues.
“Paf's income will decrease by approximately 2-3 million euros. It is a large sum of money for Paf, but more importantly it is good for our
customers that we say no to it,” says Christer Fahlstedt.
Paf's goal is to be a world leader in terms of responsible gaming.
“We work in an industry that has enormous challenges. Paf has been a pioneer for a long time when it comes to responsible gaming and it
is part of our mission to lead the way and be a positive agent of change. The lowering of the loss limit strengthens our leading position
alongside the very small number of other gaming companies that have dared to adopt a loss limit,” says Christer Fahlstedt.

The Red Cross supports Paf’s decision
The Red Cross, which co-founded Paf in 1966, receives Paf funding annually through the province's distribution council. They also stand
behind the decision to reduce the loss limit further.
“It is good that Paf values responsible gaming so highly and that Paf generates revenue in an increasingly responsible way. Every day in
our work, I see all the good that Paf funds make possible,” says the Red Cross Operations Manager Tomas Urvas.
“Even though we operate in completely different worlds, our connection to the various recipients of Paf funds is of course extremely
important and therefore it is good that we have a consensus when it comes to how Paf generates revenue,” says Christer Fahlstedt.
The new lower loss limit of 20,000 euros comes into force on 1 January 2021 and applies to all online customers at Paf.
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About us
Paf is a Nordic gaming company founded on Åland in 1966 to generate profit for the benefit of society. We were one of the very
first gaming companies to go online in 1999. Many of our games are exclusive to Paf and developed by our in-house Games
Studio. We are an award-winning industry leader in responsible gaming. Our physical gaming operations include over 30 cruise
ships criss-crossing the Baltic and North Seas.
Paf has roughly 400 employees representing over 30 nationalities. Our offices are located on Åland, in Helsinki, Stockholm, Riga,
Tallinn, Oslo, Norrköping and Madrid. Paf (Ålands Penningautomatförening) is licensed and controlled by the Government of
Åland.
In 2019, the Paf Group had a total turnover of 114,2 million euros and a profit of 25.6 million euros. More information at
aboutpaf.com

